LJ Records celebrates 20 years with some new CD productions in autumn 2010
SUSANNA LINDEBORG
Excursions presents the third soloCD of Susanna Lindeborg in sparkling
personal piano improvisations. A couple of tracks combined with electro
acoustical back grounds.
What you first think of together with Susanna Lindeborg is her virtuouso
play on the piano mixed with electronic instruments, which has been
known most of all through the group Mwendo Dawa. Susanna has been
succesfully touring internationally in Europe, North and South America
and China performing succesfully at festivals like Montreux, Northsea and
Montreal. The last few years she has been regularly performing in USA
and Canada with Mwendo Dawa, Natural Artefacts and LJDuo. She also
performs in Europe as piano soloist and writes music for the different
groups.
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Lindeborg is purposeful in her music. Each piece has its own character which she developes further. It is enjoyable
OrkesterJournalen
Susanna Lindeborg showed not to be only a superb instrumentalist but she also shows to be a magnificent talent of composing.
Jazz Podium, Germany
She is without question unique on the scene of Swedish improvised music, well worth listeneing to.
Skånska Dagbladet
It is great that she - a lone woman - can create just that supplement of sounds and harmonics which she thinks the (very beautifully recorded)
good old sounds of grand piano shall be accompanied by. It is lovely to receive noble analogue nice sounds together with the machines keeping other
colourings in the background, or the opposite.
Anders Kirkegaard, JazzSpecial Denmark
Susanna Lindeborg is a refreshingly original voice that easily holds the listener´s attention for a full-length solo album: not an easy feat.
Steven Loewy, Cadence, USA
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